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Distribution
In 2019, all of our paperbacks are available at standard trade discount through Ingram.
Check with your regular distributor, or order at Ingram iPage.
https://www.ingramcontent.com/retailers/ordering

Booksellers can also order direct from Tabletop Academy Press to get bulk wholesale discounts,
as described below.

Wholesale Discounts
All orders must be prepaid. No returns.
(But if you receive a defective book, let us know and we will replace it at once.)
Contact: denise.gaskins@tabletopacademypress.com.
♦♦2 – 4 books (any combination of titles): 40% discount + $8 shipping/handling fee
♦♦5 – 9 books: 45% discount + $10 shipping/handling fee
♦♦10 – 19 books: 50% discount + $15 shipping/handling fee
♦♦20+ books: 50% discount, free Continental U.S. Media Mail shipping or the equivalent discount off
other shipping options
Delivery is normally within 2 – 4 weeks. Orders will be POD dropshipped from Ingram.
Shipping fees quoted above are for Continental U.S. Media Mail. You may request a different shipping option
and pay at cost plus Ingram’s $1.99 handling fee.
Fill out the IL Certificate of Resale CRT-61 (and proof of out-of-state registration, if applicable — see instructions on the form) and submit a copy with your first order.
http://tax.illinois.gov/TaxForms/Sales/CRT-61.pdf
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Books by Denise Gaskins
tabletopacademy.net/playful-math-books

“Denise has gathered up a treasure trove of living math resources for busy parents. If you’ve ever struggled to make math
come alive beyond your math curriculum (or if you’ve ever considered teaching math without a curriculum), you’ll want
to check out this book.”
— K ate Snow, author of Multiplication Facts T hat Stick

“Reading one of Gaskins’ books is like going to a really great teacher workshop — part philosophy, part practical ideas,
and all excellent. She just oozes expertise and enthusiasm.”
— A my at Hope Is the Word blog
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Let’s Play Math
How Families Can Learn Math Together — and Enjoy It

Transform your child’s experience of math!
Even if you struggled with mathematics in school, you can help your children enjoy learning and prepare
them for academic success.
Author Denise Gaskins makes it easy with this mixture of math games, low-prep project ideas, and inspiring
coffee-chat advice from a veteran homeschooling mother of five. Filled with stories and illustrations, Let’s Play
Math offers a practical, activity-filled exploration of what it means to learn math as a family.
Drawing on more than thirty years’ teaching experience, Gaskins provides helpful tips for parents with kids
from preschool to high school, whether your children learn at home or attend a traditional classroom.
Don’t let your children suffer from the epidemic of math anxiety. Grab a copy of Let’s Play Math and start
enjoying math today.

“Let’s Play Math is charming, intelligent, and practical; full of family fun and sound advice.”
— I an Stewart, author of Professor Stewart ’s C asebook of M athematical Mysteries

“This is the math helper I wish I’d had years ago.”
— A nne White ,
Minds More Awake

author of

“This book will change the way you look at math forever. Let’s
Play Math challenges parents to teach their kids to ‘think
like mathematicians’ and use their problem solving skills to
really understand concepts rather than just memorize processes.
Definitely a must-read book for all homeschoolers!”
— L ilac Mohr ,
author of M ath & M agic in Wonderland

“It revolutionized our homeschool this year.”
— C aitlin F itzpatrick Curley,
author of M y L ittle Poppies blog
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The Math You Can Play Series
Counting & Number Bonds: Math Games for Early Learners
Addition & Subtraction: Math Games for Elementary Students
Math You Can Play Combo: Number Games for Young Learners (2 books in 1)
Multiplication & Fractions: Math Games for Tough Topics

You’ll love these math games because they give your child a strong foundation for mathematical success.
By playing these games, you strengthen your child’s intuitive understanding of numbers and build problemsolving strategies. Mastering a math game can be hard work. But kids do it willingly because it’s fun.
Math games prevent math anxiety. Games pump up your child’s mental muscles, reduce the fear of failure, and generate a positive attitude toward
mathematics.
So what are you waiting for? Clear off a table,
grab a deck of cards, and let’s play some math.

“I have played several of these games with my son, and
each one was met with delight on his part and the
sharing of delightful conversation about numbers and
thinking between us.”
— A my at Hope Is the Word blog

“These two areas are the first major stumbling point
for students in their math studies. The sequencing in
the book will help kids develop a strong foundation.
Kids (and parents!) find these games fun. I’ve been
field testing math games for the last 18 months and
keep seeing how engaged kids get when playing math
games.”
— Joshua Greene at T hree J’s L earning blog
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The Playful Math Singles Series
70+ Things To Do with a Hundred Chart: Number, Shape,
and Logic Activities from Preschool to Middle School
Let’s Play Math Sampler: 10 Family-Favorite Games
for Learning Math Through Play
Word Problems from Literature:
An Introduction to Bar Model Diagrams
Word Problems from Literature: Student Workbook
The Playful Math Singles from Tabletop Academy Press are short, topical
books featuring clear explanations and ready-to-play activities.
70+ Things To Do with a Hundred Chart shows you how to take your
child on a mathematical adventure through playful, practical activities.
Who knew math could be so much fun?
In excerpts from author Denise Gaskins’s most popular books, the Let’s
Play Math Sampler features ten kid-tested games covering math concepts
from counting to prealgebra.
Word Problems from Literature features story problems for elementary
and middle school students based on family-favorite books such as
Mr. Popper’s Penguins and The Hobbit. Step by step solutions demonstrate
how bar model diagrams can help children reason their way to the answer.

“It’s a crime, really, that school makes
math so boring, when there are so many
ways to do the opposite, for anyone who
wants to. Denise Gaskins’s book is full
of ideas.”
— S asha A lyson,
online reader review
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Dot Grid Journals
for High School and Adults
Reflections
Explorations
Inspirations
Contemplations

Primary Dot Grid Journals
Adventure Journal
Discovery Journal
Wayfarer’s Journal

Learning is a great adventure for elementary and middle school students.
And for their parents, too!
Dot Grid Journals provide a great
place for children and adults to keep
track of our discoveries. Your children
can solve challenge problems, write
explanations, or design their own puzzles. Brainstorm for reports, jot down
ideas, work out homework, copy your
favorite quotations, or doodle to your
heart’s content.
Order one today and launch your
child (or yourself !) on a voyage of
educational exploration.
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Books by Teresa Gaskins
tabletopacademy.net/fantasy-fiction

“The setting is a world of ‘ light’ magic. Magic is rare, constrained, and follows a sort of logic, which may or not be fully
understood by the people in the world. I like the way in which this sets up plot connections and forces things to happen
for a reason, rather than deus ex machina or authorial patronus.
“There are some obvious protagonists and some obvious villains, but Gaskins creates a nice ambiguity around several
of the key characters. The plot itself is interesting and engaging with multiple levels of motivation that drive it along.
Mainly, this is a group-of-friends quest story that is fun and well told.”
— Phanwadee , online reader review

“Intriguing … There are many new languages unearthed, magic uncovered, and creatures unleashed …
I enjoyed the book and I am absolutely amazed at how such a young author can write so well. I definitely see her going
far in her writing career, and I can’t wait to see what stories she publishes next.”
—  T ia at Homeschool L iter ature .com
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Banished: The Riddled Stone, Book 1
Haunted by dreams. On a quest for answers.

Christopher Fredrico liked the quiet life of a scholar-in-training. Plenty
of spare time to spend with his friends. But the night Crown Prince
Tyler came to dinner, everything changed.
Falsely accused of stealing a magical artifact and banished under
threat of death, Chris leaves the only home he knows.
But as he and his friends travel towards the coast, they find a riddle
that may save a kingdom — or cost them their lives.
If you enjoy quest stories, check out Banished — the first episode in
The Riddled Stone, a four-book serial fantasy adventure by homeschooled
teen author Teresa Gaskins.

Hunted: The Riddled Stone, Book 2
She tried to warn them. They wouldn’t listen.

As a child, Terrin of Xell barely escaped a spirit from the Dark Forest.
She knows better than to rely on magic. But with her schoolmate Chris
accused of a magical crime he didn’t commit, she couldn’t let him face
banishment alone.
So Terrin gets caught up in Chris’s quest to recover an ancient relic,
with only magic to guide them.
Naturally, everything goes wrong.
What lurks in the shadows, hunting Terrin and her friends? Or did
the magic itself turn against them?
Follow the rising stakes in Hunted — the second volume of Teresa
Gaskins’s four-book serial fantasy adventure The Riddled Stone.
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Betrayed: The Riddled Stone, Book 3
How can a knight fight magic?
Trained by the greatest knight in North Raec, Sir Arnold Fredrico
dreamed of valiant deeds. Save the damsel. Serve the king.
Dreams change. Now the land teeters at the brink of war. As a fugitive with a price on his head, Arnold struggles to protect his friends.
But his enemy wields more power than the young knight can
imagine.
If you love exploring fantasy worlds, grab Betrayed — the third installment in Teresa Gaskins’s four-book serial adventure, The Riddled Stone.

Revealed: The Riddled Stone,
Book 4
A gift she never wanted. A curse she can’t escape.
Alone in the dark, Nora of Yorc feels the dungeon walls pressing in.
Even worse, the duke’s sorcery weaves itself around her, unseen and
deadly. But as the spell tightens, shy, fragile Nora breaks — and something new takes her place.
Or something old beyond
memory.
Nora joined this quest to
help her friends. But can she
stop herself before the wildness
within destroys them all?
If you love epic struggles of
good against evil, don’t miss
Revealed, the exciting conclusion of Teresa Gaskins’s four-book serial
fantasy adventure, The Riddled Stone.

Or get the complete story,
with all four books in one volume.
The Riddled Stone: Omnibus Edition.
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TABLETOP ACADEMY PRESS — MARCH 2019 BOOKS
Contact: denise.gaskins@tabletopacademypress.com.

ISBN

Title

Format

List Price
(USD)

978-1-892083-20-3

Let’s Play Math

ppb 288 pages

$ 22.99

978-1-892083-18-0

Counting & Number Bonds

ppb 136 pages

$ 16.99

978-1-892083-19-7

Addition & Subtraction

ppb 136 pages

$ 16.99

978-1-892083-21-0

Math You Can Play Combo

ppb 206 pages

$ 21.99

978-1-892083-23-4

Multiplication & Fractions

ppb 166 pages

$ 18.99

ppb 110 pages

$ 14.99

ppb 90 pages

$ 12.99

ppb 138 pages

$ 16.99

978-1-892083-34-0
978-1-892083-35-7
978-1-892083-44-9

Word Problems from Literature
(main text)
Word Problems from Literature:
Student Workbook
70+ Things To Do with
a Hundred Chart

978-1-892083-50-0

Let’s Play Math Sampler

ppb 72 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-29-6

Reflections

ppb 170 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-30-2

Explorations

ppb 170 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-31-9

Inspirations

ppb 170 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-32-6

Contemplations

ppb 170 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-36-4

Adventure Journal

ppb 128 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-48-7

Discovery Journal

ppb 128 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-49-4

Wayfarer’s Journal

ppb 128 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-16-6

Banished

ppb 146 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-17-3

Hunted

ppb 224 pages

$ 14.99

978-1-892083-22-7

Betrayed

ppb 226 pages

$ 14.99

978-1-892083-37-1

Revealed

ppb 332 pages

$ 16.99

978-1-892083-39-5

The Riddled Stone: Omnibus Edition

ppb 612 pages

$ 24.99
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Learning is a lifelong adventure. May you enjoy the journey!
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